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1.What is the holy law of the Muslims called? 

a.Khanqah                                               b.Pir 

c.Silsila                                                    d.Shariat 

 

2.Dalkhalsa was set up in1699 by…….. 

a.Guru Angad Dev ji                            b.Guru Gobind Singh JI 

c.Guru Nanak Dev Ji                          d.Guru Teg Bahadur Ji 

 

3.Assertion (A): Some rocks have a shape of mushroom. 

Reason (R): Mushroom rocks are found in river valleys. 

a.A is correct but R is wrong. 

b.Both A and R are wrong. 

c.Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A. 

D. Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A 

 

 

4.Assertion (A):The wood of willow tree is used to make cricket bats. 

Reason (R):The capital of Ladakh is Leh. 

 a.A is correct but R is wrong. 

b.Both A and R are wrong. 



c.Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A. 

d.Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A. 

 

II.Answer the following in brief 

1.Mention any two ways by which people show their dissatisfaction with the 

government decisions. 

Ans.The two ways by which people show their dissatisfaction with the 

government decisions are: 

a.By organizing public protest. 

b.By starting a signature campaign 

2.Why does the heat of sun felt intensely in Ladakh? 

Ans. Due to Ladakh’s location at high altitude, the air is so thin that the heat can 

be felt intensely. 

 

III.Short answer based questions 

1.Differentiate between commercial and social advertisement. 

Ans.Commercial advertisements are the advertisements which are made to sell a 

brand. Eg. Mobile, car, washing machine etc. 

Whereas the social advertisements are the advertisements which are made by the 

government or private agencies on social issues or for public awareness. Eg. 

Spreading awareness on save water, save trees, COVID-19 etc. 

2.What were the major beliefs and practices of Sufis? 

Ans.Sufis were muslim mystics. They had following beliefs and practices. 

1.They emphasized on love and devotion towards one God and compassion 

towards all human beings. 

2.They rejected the orthodox rituals and code of behaviour as demanded by 

muslim religious scholars. 



3.They believed that heart can be trained by zikr (chanting of name),sama 

(singing), raqs (dancing) and breath control under the guidance of master called 

pir. 

 

IV.Long answer based questions 

Q.How do you classify ocean movements? 

Ans.The movements that occur in oceans can be broadly categorized as waves, 

tides and currents. 

1.Waves: When the water on the surface of the ocean rises and falls alternately, 

they are called waves. During a storm, winds blowing at a very high speed form 

huge waves and may cause tremendous destruction. 

2.Tide: The rhythmic rise and fall of ocean water twice a day is called a tide. It is a 

high tide when water covers much of the shore by rising to its highest level. It is a 

low tide when water falls to its lowest level and recedes  from the shore. 

3.Ocean currents: Ocean Currents are streams of water flowing constantly on the 

ocean surface in definite directions which may be warm or cold ocean currents. 

The warm ocean currents originates near the equator and move towards the 

poles. Whereas the cold ocean currents carry water from polar or higher latitudes 

to tropical or lower latitudes. 

 

V.Read the source given below and answer the following questions. 

A massive earthquake measuring 6.9 on richter scale hit Bhuj town on 26th 

January 2001. Atleast 971 students and 31 teachers are feared to have lost their 

lives following the collapse of school building. Three days after the quake, 

concern rose about food, blankets and medical supplies not reaching everyone. 

Phonelines, water pipelines and power stations transmission lines were knocked 

out The President declares a state of emergency. Gujarat appeals for financial 

help. The Chief Minister  of Gujarat has launched the appeal for Centre to deal 

with the disaster. 

1.Where is Bhuj located? 



Ans.Bhuj is located in Gujarat. 

2.Which instrument is used to measure the earthquake? 

Ans.Seismograph is used to measure the earthquake. 

3.Earthquake occured due to …………..(exogenic/ endogenic) forces. 

VI.Look at the picture given below and answer the following questions. 

1.Identify the personality in the picture. 

Ans.It is the picture of Shivaji. 

2.To which kingdom did he belong? 

Ans.He belonged to the Maratha kingdom. 

3.Where did he establish his capital? 

Ans.He established his capital at pune. 


